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Playwright and performer Anna Deavere Smith has made an indelible mark on American theatre. As an actress Smith has performed in a number of roles on stage, film and television. Yet, it was Smith’s career as a playwright and theatre artist that initially boosted her to national recognition.

After growing up in a racially segregated neighborhood in Baltimore, Maryland, Smith attended Pennsylvania’s Beaver College (now Arcadia University). While she had been a shy child, Smith always had a knack for imitation — a skill that served her well when she went on to earn a Master of Fine Arts degree in acting from San Francisco’s American Conservatory Theater in 1977. Smith was teaching acting at Carnegie Mellon University when she began to develop a number of pedagogical approaches. In an effort to teach her students how to create a repertoire of fully realized, fleshed-out characters, she insisted that her students study and document the language of real people, having real conversations. These early pedagogical and artistic endeavors helped to inspire Smith’s life-long project, *On the Road: A Search for American Character*, a series of plays that aim to illuminate the everyday struggles of people living in a world full of difference. *Twilight: Los Angeles, 1992* (1994), is among the many notable pieces born from this *On the Road* project.

While some scholars and theatre critics have argued that Smith’s work does not easily ascribe to a particular genre or form of theatre, Smith’s plays are clearly written in the style of documentary theatre. Also known as “documentary plays” or “theatre of testimony,” this mode of theatre-making can be traced to traditions in oral history. According to Gary Fisher Dawson, documentary theatre is “a form of persuasive theatre
that comes as close as possible to an actual event with the exclusive reliance upon documentation from historically accurate materials.” What makes Smith a major innovator of documentary theatre is that she often cultivates solo performances based on the interviews she has conducted. As a single performer taking on the roles of men, women, African Americans, Latinos, Whites, Jewish-Americans, Koreans, celebrities, politicians and academics, Smith not only performs the interviewees’ words verbatim but she also mimics their bodily movements. Thus, Smith creates a world in which race, gender, class and a variety of viewpoints converge.

Though not adhering to Smith’s traditional one-woman show, the University of Maryland’s production of *Twilight* seeks to highlight both the differences and commonalities of those involved in the 1992 Los Angeles riots by having each cast member play a range of characters. In doing so, this production and its artisans are invested in challenging audiences to think deeply about our own identities and the identities of others, especially in terms of how these understandings may inform social unrest. Honoring Smith’s intention to break through the silence of troubling and controversial topics, *Twilight* invites audiences to engage in a dialogue around race and racism. However, the play offers no simple solutions. Rather, *Twilight: Los Angeles* uses its animation of various viewpoints to help us all journey to a shared, common ground.

While the 1992 Rodney King beating and its fallout are powerfully dramatized in *Twilight*, the devastating impulses behind these circumstances can certainly be linked to our current racial dilemmas. The tragic circumstances surrounding the lives — and deaths — of Trayvon Martin, Jordan Davis and Latasha Harlins remind us of the toxic ideologies and outrageous violence that still impress themselves upon our social conscience. Despite the passage of 20 years, the racially motivated upheaval of the LA Riots is all-too-familiar territory — a painful reminder of the persistent and pervasive effects of racism. Nevertheless, we also know that progress has been made and it is toward these strides that Smith works, one step at a time, through one character at a time. Reflecting upon her process, Smith observes: “I am first looking for the humanness inside the problems, or the crises. The spoken word is evidence of the humanness. Perhaps the solutions come somewhere further down the road.” The very act of talking and listening is the first step in understanding, and it is only after we understand one another that we can begin to resolve our most injurious ills. Smith’s “search for American character” — powerfully symbolized by *Twilight: Los Angeles* — is a journey into insight and empathy, remembrance and recovery.

— Khalid Yaya Long, dramaturg
twilight: los angeles, 1992
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open any door at the clarice smith performing arts center and you will find a world of learning, exploration and growth. support for scholarships gives our students the gift of time, time to focus on their artistic and scholarly endeavors without having to take on a part-time job to help defray increasing educational costs. our students are fearless in pursuit of their dreams through a world of artistic experiences. without your support, these pursuits would not be possible for our students. scholarships are essential to eliminating the financial barrier to a quality education.

your support can make a difference. please play your part by making a gift to support scholarships in the umd school of theatre, dance, and performance studies. go to tdps.umd.edu and click on support or call 301.405.5550 to make your contribution today!

"as a student focusing within two individual fields of study, i am constantly battling to be as efficient as i can in meeting academic requirements, and thanks to donor support, i can afford the additional classes i need that will permit me to graduate within four years."

vaughn middler
undergraduate in theatre
school of theatre, dance, and performance studies
gorge and ruth tretter arts scholarship

keep me maryland. keep me at the clarice.
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The Clarice values every gift received, however we regret that space does not allow us to list every donor. For information on ways to give, please call Scott Eichinger at 301.405.5550. To notify us of any necessary corrections, please contact 301.405.5375.

THANK YOU.
PLEASE NOTE

Please turn off all personal electronic devices. The use of recording devices, as well as eating, drinking, smoking and photography, are prohibited.

For your own safety, in case of emergency, please note the location of the nearest exit.

To read more about this performance, scan this code with your mobile device, or visit http://claricesmithcenter.umd.edu/twilight-info.